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Social Anxiety Disorder and Addictions 

 

 
Social Anxiety Disorder, also known as Social Phobia (SP), tends to be chronic and frequently 

disabling. It is characterized by intense fear of being negatively perceived by others and overly 

scrutinized. Severe symptoms of anxiety may occur only under certain circumstances such as 

public speaking or eating or drinking in front of others. The more common form of SP occurs on 

a more ongoing basis in a vast variety of social situations with attendant inhibiting anxiety.  

 

SP is the 3
rd

 most common psychiatric disorder following substance abuse and depression. 

Females show a higher prevalence with a lifetime rate of 12.1%. However, more than 80% of 

those with SP also meet the lifetime criteria for another comorbid psychiatric disorder. The 

lifetime risk for depression is 2-4 times higher and 48% of SP patients also have alcohol 

problems.  

 

Further, 50% of community samples of SP patients also report other anxiety conditions such as 

panic, generalized anxiety disorder and other phobias. The general consensus is that SP precedes 

the other disorders as SP occurs first in 75% of comorbid mental disorders and 85% of comorbid 

substance abuse. The seriousness of comorbidity with SP is highlighted by the increased lifetime 

prevalence of suicidal thinking and attempts.
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First-line management of SP falls into 3 categories: pharmacotherapy, cognitive-behavioral 

therapy (CBT), and the combination. All of the studies thus far have demonstrated the efficacy of 

medication or CBT and no particular benefit to the combination. It appears that medication leads 

to a faster remission of symptoms, while the effects of CBT are more enduring. In addition, each 

of the solo treatments contains vexing management problems whereas the combination still 

appears to have substantial advantages. One of the nagging difficulties with these efforts to 

present evidence-based treatment options is that the research has tended to study only the first 3-

6 months of treatment. Sertraline (Zoloft) and fluoxetine (Prozac) have shown clear efficacy. 

However, for circumscribed SP, patients tend to do well with as-needed dosing of a beta-Blocker 

such as propranolol (10 – 40 mg) an hour before a performance.  
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For generalized SP, none of the current SSRI’s or SNRI’s shows any superiority of one over the 

other. The usual patient matching criteria prevail taking into account previous medication 

response, adverse-effect profile, comorbid medical conditions and possible drug interactions. 

Although the starting doses tend to be lower for SP than depression, treatment usually has to 

continue for 12 months or longer. Relapse rates are very high after medication discontinuation – 

60% or more. Abrupt discontinuation is frowned upon because of the likely serotonin 

discontinuation syndrome with coordination problems, paresthesias, depressed mood, vivid 

nightmares, and flu-like symptoms. The usual medication side effects include insomnia, fatigue, 

sexual dysfunction, GI symptoms, restlessness and agitation.  

 

The fastest acting and best-tolerated agents for the acute treatment of SP are still the 

benzodiazepines. Despite the impressive improvement rates (up to 80%), the drawbacks to these 

medications are huge, and they are particularly dangerous in those who have comorbid substance 

abuse problems. The best studied are alprazolam (Xanax) and clonazepam (Klonopin). Under 

ideal conditions, patients have a hard time with tapering or slow discontinuation because of acute 

relapse and symptomatic worsening.
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For additional choices in the medication armamentarium, gabapentin (Neurontin) and pregabalin 

(Lyrica), two anti-convulsants, have shown moderate efficacy for generalized SP. Buspirone 

(BuSpar) has shown usefulness as an augmenter to a partial response to an SSRI. The tricyclic, 

clomipramine (Anafranil) has shown some effectiveness, while the better-known imipramine 

(Tofranil) has not been effective for SP.  

 

Psychosocial Treatment: 

Evidence-based research shows us that Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is far superior to 

any non-directive psychotherapy. However, while the evidence is still not clear for which 

component of CBT may be the most helpful, it appears that cognitive elements and exposure are 

key to any successful treatment.  

 

What are the key elements of CBT? 

1. Technique is Exposure 

 a. Method: Either through guided imagination or spending time in the actual situation 

 with the therapist, to help the patient face the feared situation and master it 

 psychologically; 

 b. Goal: Natural conditioning processes help to reduce the fight/flight response (positive 

 habituation and extinction). 

2. Technique is Cognitive Restructuring 

 a. Method: Identify the negative thoughts involved in the anxiety-provoking situation; 

 replace the negative irrational thoughts with rational alternative thoughts based on 

 acquired information from the therapeutic experience; 

 b. Goal: Help the patient collect new data concerning their perceived risk as they are 

 exposed gradually to the feared situation; assist the patient to challenge the thinking that  

 leads to an over-estimation of the social threat; help the patient recognize the tendency 

 for catastrophizaton and social miscuing. 
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3. Technique is Social Skills Training 

 a. Method: Coaching focuses on verbal as well as non-verbal skills, such as smiling and 

 making eye contact;  

 b. Goal: To facilitate greater effectiveness and competence in social situations; learning 

 to engage and continue a conversation; learning appropriate assertiveness, anger 

 management and the ability to make requests. 

4. Technique is Symptom Management Skills 

 a. Method: A variety of emotional regulation skills including relaxation response training, 

 controlled breathing, and other calming techniques;  

 b. Goal: To manage anxiety symptoms. 

 

CBT has been helpful in as many as 75% of studied cases and is clearly a first-line treatment for 

Social Phobia. Treatment gains tend to be more enduring over the long term than the gains with 

pharmacotherapy. In addition, the relapse rate after discontinuing CBT is much lower than that 

of medication treatment.  

 

After all is said and done, we are still woefully at a loss when it comes to treating SP with 

comorbid addiction problems. Part of the problem with our research data is that comorbidity has 

been traditionally excluded from clinical trials.
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A recent small study examined the role of paroxetine (Paxil) in reducing drinking in dual 

diagnosis patients with DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for Social Phobia and alcoholism. Although 

there was clear positive response to medication in terms of reduced anxiety and a perceived 

reduction of self-medication for anxiety, as compared to placebo, there was no actual reduction 

in the quantity and frequency of drinking, nor the proportion of drinking days. It becomes 

abundantly clear in this kind of study that simply addressing the comorbid anxiety is not going to 

make the addiction problem “go away.” Addiction medicine reminds us that we have to 

coordinate and integrate long term sobriety programs along with the other treatments.  
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